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Graduation is a family celebration shared by parents, grandparents, brothers, and sisters.
Here Lyle A. Grltters, Vice President for Development, smiles proudly after his son Lyndon graduates.
Gradua es urged to cLeveop
Each year many students leave Dordt College eager to carryon their work in a more specialized vocation. Increasingly,
however. students are entering graduate programs before beginning their careers. In this issue of the Voice, Dr. J.B. Hulst
shares his thoughts on the importance of graduate education and we protite three students who will be going back to
school next fall.
As I write, thinking back upon an academic
year which has seemed to speed by, the college
community has just celebrated its twentieth
graduation. This year 245 of our students
graduated-45 with Associate of Arts degrees
and 197with Bachelor of Arts degrees.
Graduation is a time of celebration after
students complete two or four years of
strenuous course work. But graduation can also
be an uncertain time since it involves leaving the
comparative security of a college campus for
the dangers of life in contemporary society.
And graduation is a crucial time-a time of
decision as young people make choices which
will affect the future course of their lives.
For most of our graduates, this event marked
the end of their formal education. Their
years at Dordt have been years of kingdom ac-
tivity. but now these men and women will enter
specific kingdom positions for which they have
been prepared. They have been blessed at
Dordt with qualified and dedicated teachers
who have worked hard to establish a strong
Christian consclousness in their hearts. We are
confident that God will bless the teaching and
learning so that the students who leave here
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will continue to reflect on how they can best
serve as kingdom citizens.
A different group of Dordt graduates,
however, will continue their formal education
by going on to graduate school. We are pleased
when a number of our students continue their
education. But why should we be pleased? Why
should Dordt encourage some of its students to
seek advanced degrees?
A college student recently asked in an inter-
collegiate publication, "What is the value of
graduate education?" His facetious answer im-
plied that graduate education is meaningless.
He mentioned five specific rewards.
1. Training which is of no practical value.
2. Interpersonal skills in dealing with less-
educated and inferior co-workers.
3. Personal status, which comes by being
asked to join such prestigious organiza-
tions as the Britt Society for the Preser-
vation of Historic Mobile Homes.
4. Skill in decision making-e.g., "Do I go
with a real wood frame for my diploma or
will vinyl do?"
5. Money (although "shocking as it may
seem, many self-made millionaires don't
havegraduate degrees").
Recognizing a grain of truth in these gibes,
should we then discourage our students from
considering further study? Not at all.
A glance at the origin and history of graduate
education will indicate something of its long
standing and worth. European universities
sprang up in the Middle Ages for the
preparation of leaders for church and state and
practitioners in certain professions. Economic
development and the spread of commerce
gradually created a prosperous middle class,
which enjoyed increased wealth and leisure.
This prosperity, along with the explosion of
knowledge since the Renaissance, brought
about changes in the universities and the
development of graduate education.
Graduate education, as we know it, had its
beginning in nineteenth century Germany. In
German graduate schools the emphasis was on
research and scholarship, with a great deal of
academic freedom for both faculty andstudents.
Eventually scholars from North America
began to attend these universities. When they
returned from their studies, they introduced the
German concept, of education in the United
Continued on Page 2
For sorne-rnedlclne
Doug Miedema, a local student from
Hospers, Iowa, came to Dordt to prepare for
medical school; next year he will attend the
University of Osteopathic Medicine and
Health Sciences in Des Moines, Iowa.
Four years ago, Doug had the opportunity
to go to one of severaluniversities on a sports
scholarship. Although the decision was dif-
ficult, he chose to come to Dordt so that he
could concentrate on his studies in science.
Growlnq up in a small rural community, his
father a veterenarian and his mother a nurse,
D01Jghas long planned to become a family
doctor in a small community. For him, Dordt
seemed to provide the best background for
such studies. A strong Christian environ-
ment, a personal and yet academically sound
program, and the opportunity to participate
in the sports he enjoys have made him ap-
preciate the four years he has spent here.
Doug feels that in his courses at Dordt, the
professors encouraged him to reflect on im-
portant issues he will face as a medical
student, a Christian, and a doctor.
• • •
Periodically the Association of American Medical
Colleges sends the averages of the recent Medical
College Aptitude Test scores of Dordt pre-medical
students who took the test. For the three year period
from April 1980 to October 1983, Dordt students ranked
between the 88th and the 95th percentile when com-




James Skillen, executive director of the Association for Public Justice, addressed the 1984
graduates in a speech titled "Pray Tell." He encouraged his listeners to follow the examples of
Abraham, Augustine, and the Ascension as they pray andwork for the coming of Christ's Kingdom.
States and Canada. Later, in the twentieth cen-
tury, the United States began to provide leader-
ship in graduate studies.
Far from being a meaningless exercise,
graduate education today continues to fulfill at
least three very important functions:
1. It providesadvancedtraining and education
in all areasof learning.
2. It furnishes the education needed for the
various professions.
3. It fosters research which, among other
things, can be used to enhance the
education of future generationsof students.
Graduate studies remain a valuable means
for training leaders for society, as they were
already in Medieval Europe. What is true for
society in general is likewise true for the
Christian community. Graduate schooling is
needed to educate specially talented young
people who, after advanced training, can serve
as Christian leaders in areas such as education,
politics, social work, the church, and govern-
ment.
But advanced education may present certain
dangers. Because the universities of our coun-
try are secular institutions, our young people
will receive many negative influences during
prolonged attendance. It is important,
therefore, that they consciously and con-
tinuously work at maintaining a biblical foun-
dation for their life and academic work.
Another danger is that of pride, what Romans
12 calls "thinking of yourself more highly than
you ought." Often after people receive an ad-
vanced degree they find themselves out of
touch with others and run the risk of thinking of
themselves as superior to others. The best
protection against this error is a more biblical
understanding of leadership.
In this connection Romans 12 makes clear
that each member of Christ's body has "dif-
ferent gifts." These gifts are to be developed
not for personal advancement or praise but for
the benefit of the entire body: for "in Christ we
who are many form one body, and each member
belongs to all the others." Among the gifts
mentioned is that of leadership, which is to be
exercised with diligence. This gift too, as
Charles R. Erdman states, is to be used "with a
.hurnble regard-t~limits et-ene's own ap--
pointed task and with a desire to benefit others,
for whose common good each gift is alloted
and each talent is designed."
All those who graduate from Oordt, but
for others-theater
and drama are not simply en-
tertainment or propaganda,
but a way to explore what it
is to be human and created
in God's image, a way to un-
derstand the variety of ways
people can express them-
selves. Because of her
studies, Lynn says she feels
freed to experience life more
intensely; she has learned a
way of life as well as a skill.
By becoming more aware of
many ordinary details
around her that can so easily
be taken for granted, she
feels more thankful for the
richness of God's creation:
Shirley Methels outllts Lynn De Kruyllo,s nsw produclton. the way people talk, the way
animals move, the ex-
pressiveness of eyes, the vibrance of color.
But there is more that compels Lynn to
continue her studies in acting and dance.
Drama, she feels, can help Christians reflect
on important issues in their lives. As a
Christian professional actor, she hopes to be
able one day to be part of a theater group that
will be sensitive to the needs of the Christian
community and make drama an important
part of Christian culture.
Lynn looks forward to her studies at the
Cornish Institute, appreciative of the
background and goals that Oordt's theater
arts department has helped her develop.
Lynn De Kruyf from Puyallup, Washington,
graduated this spring with a major in theater
arts; next year she will attend the Cornish In-
stitute of the Arts in Seattle, Washington.
Lynn came to Oordt four years ago ten-
tatively planning to become an elementary
school teacher. After acting in several plays
and taking courses which emphasized the
need for working actors and directors as well
as teachers, businessmen, and farmers, Lynn
began to consider theater as her profession.
Through her studies in the theater arts
department, Lynn has come to see acting as
a way of expressing herself. For her, acting
especially those who continue their education,
must understand that they have been trained to
serve the needs of the Body of Christ. We thank
God for those about to enter graduate programs
and wish to encourage them in the academic
pursuits. We would remind them, however, not
to seek further education simply for its own
sake, for certain credentials, for more money, or
for greater prestige. Their concern in advanced
education must be to develop their talents so
that they may give leadership which will truly
advance the Kingdom of Jesus Christ.
May God bless all of the 1984 graduates of
Oordt College-including those who plan to
continue their formal education-as they con-
tinue living and working for their King.
Dr. J.B. Hulst
. .. or chemistry
A chemistry major, Pam Veltkamp is from
Holland, Minnesota. While at Oordt, Pam
developed an intense interest in environ-
mental studies and intends to continue her
education "next fall at the University of
Colorado in Boulder, Colorado.
Two summers spent at AuSable Institute
for Environmental Studies, one of Dordt's off-
campus study programs, played a large role
in focusing Pam's future plans. Because of
her experiences and research there she
decided to specialize in analytical chemistry,
examining and measuring pollutants in the
environment and developing solutions to the
problems they cause. Eventually, Pam hopes
to work with a private or governmental agen-
cy researching and setting standards for the
use of environmental resources.
Although AuSable played an important
role in Pam's growing interest in environ-
mental studies, she feels that her work in
chemistry at Oordt gave her a strong, basic
foundation for graduate school. As a
Christian liberal arts college, Oordt provided
an education which taught that there is more
to life than technical chemistry. A fuller
awareness of history and art helped her ap-
preciate the interrelatedness of this creation
and see the need to use her knowledge to
maintain that richness for future
generations. For Pam that means using
chemistry to promote responsible use of the
world's resources.
The University of Colorado is one of five
schools which offered Pam funds to do
graduate study. The university has four
professors in the field of analytic chemistry,
and also works closely with several environ-
mental research agencies in the area.
Pam has fond memories of her early'
years growing up in Colorado; now she is
eagerly looking forward to returning to
Boulder.
Dordt College summer course offerings
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hours or non-credit) CMSC 341. Offered July 9-20.
Upon completion of this workshop, the
teacher will be able to explain the various func-
tions of the components of the computer;
define the terminology associated with com-
puters; use software packageswhich will assist
the teacher in classroomwork andadministrative
functions; use a variety of software suitable to
student use for drill and practice; and write, en-
ter, and run simple BASICprograms. Instructor:
Dr.Willis Alberda, Professor of Mathematics.
Computer Workshop for Elementary, tnter-
mediate, and Secondary School Teachers with
Previous Computer Experience (2 semester
hours) CMSC 444. Offered July 23 -August 3.
This workshop is designed to help teachers
develop an advanced level of skill in the BASIC
language. Upon completion of this workshop
the teacher will be able to master most elemen-
tary and intermediate BASIC statements and
procedures; use BASIC subroutines efficiently
and appropriately; use files appropriately with
BASIC input/output; design and use CHAIN
(overlay) techniques to handle very large
programs and procedures in BASIC; use
available graphics capabilities to produce sim-
ple graphic output and handle some advanced
applications; and use a sound synthesizer to
produce elementary sound patterns and lines.
Instructor: Mr. Marvin Huisman, Assistant
Professor of Computer Science.
Tuition for each course is $105.00per credit
hour ($52.50per non-credit hour).Air-conditioned
housing with light housekeeping facilities is
available on campus for individuals or families;
rates per week are $30.00per student or $75.00
per family. A registration fee of $10.00 and a
housing down payment of $25.00 should ac-
company one's application. For registration or
more information contact: Abraham H. Bos,
Associate Academic Dean, Dordt College,
Sioux Center, Iowa51250(712)722-3771.
This summer Dordt College is offering three
courses for elementary and secondary
teachers. The primary purpose of these work-
shops is to' help educators expand their
professional competencies by exploring
current trends in education.
The courses to beoffered are:
Introduction to Learning Disabilities (3
semester hours) EDUC 403 Offered Ju/y 9-27.
This course will present a broad overview of
the field of learning disabilities, examining and
evaluating various theories, terminology,
assessment procedures, development of ser-
vices and instructional techniques. The focus
of the course will beon instructional strategies.
Instructor: Mr. Rick Eigenbrood, Instructor in
Education.
Computer Workshop for Elementary, lnter-
mediate, and Secondary School Teachers with
NO Previous Computer Experience (2 semester
CMA:a service to local colleges
In Christian Reformed circles,
Dordt College is usually grouped
with other CRC-related colleges
such as Calvin, Trinity, King's and
Redeemer. In its daily operation,
however, Dordt also works closely
with nine other liberal arts, church-
related colleges through an
association called Colleges of Mid-
America (CMA). CMA member
colleges are located in north-
western Iowa and eastern South
Dakota and are related to a variety
of churches: Catholic, United
Presbyterian, Christian Reformed,
UnitedMethodist, ReformedChurch
of America, American Baptist, and
United Church of Christ.
CMA was founded in 1968 to
provide a vehicle for com-
munication between these area
Christian colleges. By sharing
resources, CMA colleges can
promote better program develop-
ment, professional growth and inter-
action, and operational efficiency.
Further, they represent the in-
terests of Christian and private
higher education in the Mid-
America region and provide
cultural opportunities to residents
of the area served by the consor-
tium.
CMA is governed by a Board of
Directors madeup of the presidents
of the member colleges. They hire
a president who acts as director of
the association's activities.
From an office in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, Richard Dunfee
coordinates conferences and -
seminars, edits newsletters, and
supervises the other services
provided by CMA.
Math major Don Top presents a lecture on Transfinite Set Theory
to CMA conference participants.
The assortment of specific ser-
vices for member colleges varies
slightly from year to year, but an-
nual seminars and conferences
allow exchange of ideas between
both faculty and students. Each
year a general faculty workshop is
held which focuses on a topic of
broad interest. For a weekend this
past December, faculty from many
of the colleges met to consider
ways of using the curriculum to
promote concern for global issues
such as peace and justice. Outside
speakers were brought in and
discussion workshops were held.
In April, several Dordt professors
joined other CMA schools at Sioux
Falls College for a workshop on
Writing Across the Curriculum.
Panelists from CMA schools joined
guest speaker BarbaraTepa Lupack
in discussing the needfor all depart-
ments in the college to promote
better writing and speaking.
CMA faculty members are
eligible to apply for special project
awards to develop ideas that will
improve their own teaching and the
curriculum of their respective
colleges. The sharing of these
studies benefits other colleges in
the consortium.
Through a grant from the North-
west Area Foundation, five faculty
development seminars in new
technology areas have been made
available to faculty members from
the ten colleges. The seminars in-
clude: word processing, ap-
plications of computer technology
in business curricula, computer
graphics, natural science com-
puter applications, and social
science computer applications.
At least as interesting as the
faculty services provided by CMA
are the student activities it coor-
dinates. Many departments hold
annual conferences, seminars, and
colloquia. Within the last couple of
months Dordt students par-
ticipated in several such meetings:
a Student Leadership Conference
which focused on characteristics
and skills necessary for exercising
student leadership, and the impact
the student leader has on other
students; a chemistry seminar,
which gave two Dordt students an
opportunity to present research
papers to fellow chemistry majors
and listen to a speaker in their field
of interest; and a mathematics
colloquium with a similar format,
where five upperclass students
presented papers resulting from
their independent study..
Senlo, art studants John Valtkamp and LeRoy Berantschot display thel, work In campus showings.
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Constituency demonstrates
approval for new programs
25th Anniversary Campaign funds allow continuing




The 25th Anniversary Campaign
began in 1980as a low-key effort to
, raise money for an addition to the
Science Building and for
agricultural land. Dordt felt a
strong need to expand the
-cumculum in the areas of
agriculture and engineering since
at that time other colleges af-
filiated with the Christian Re-
formed Church offered no major in
such programs. Many students in-
terested in these fields were at-
tending state or provincial univer-
sities.
Within six months members of
the constituency had shown
Hamslra,Pasloor,andEpemaconleron'alllra.elplans. tremendous wi IIingness to 'con-
tribute for these facilities, par-
ticularly for the agriculture center.
After the encouraging first
response, campaign officials
decided to increase the goal of the
"We would like to
express a heartfelt
note of appreciation





The 25th Anniversary Campaign
recently passed its goal of $2.5
million, approaching the end of a
three-year effort to raise money for
facilities for Dordt's newest
programs, agriculture and
engineering.
As of May 1, the campaign total
reached $2,510,968. But Lyle A.
Gritters, Vice President for
Development, expects the total to
reach nearly $2.6 million, since
some contacts must still be com-
pleted in the next months.
Commenting on the campaign
results, Dr. J.B. Hulst said,
"Agriculture and engineering are




Admissions adds new counselor
Beginning in September 1984,Jeff Pastoor, a new graduate of Dordt,
will join Pete Hamstra and Mike Epemavisiting schools and churches in
communities across North America. Pastoor, who hails from Chicago,
Sheboygan, and "several other places" is enthusiastic about traveling
from one community to another, meeting new people, and sharing what
he knows and feels about Christian higher educatlon.and Dordt College.
Graduating as an agriculture major, Pastoor appreciates the education
he received during his three years at Dordt. He is grateful not only for
what he has learned about agriculture but also for the Christian perspec-
tlve-on-tltethat he gained while working with dedicated faculty and other
Christian students. For Pastoor, Dordt's emphasis on stewardship rather
than optimum production was a particularly refreshing concept after he
had spent a year at a large university. The urging of friends and a visit to
Dordt's campus convinced him to transfer to Dordt; he now hopes to
pass along to others the value of a Dordt education.
Pa'Moorwill spend nine months of the year traveling across the United
SlateslandCanada,visiting Christian and public high schools, presenting a
slide1tapeshow, and talking with students.
)Wlfh Pastoor taking over some of the traveling, Hamstra and Epema
wflPcfel/otemore time to office work. Although both will still visit schools
aril:l'8timmunities, their tasks at the college will be expanded. Becauseof
aSclitiOnal work connected with the new Heritage 21 loan and grant
progf.im, Epema will become Associate Director of Financial Aid and
Hamstra will become Associate Director of Admissions.
ih6'Admissions staff is also trying to improve its service to students
with bt'ner office changes. A central Office of Scholarships and Grants,
coordinated by Donna De Vries, will now administer all scholarships;
previously scholarships were handled by a variety of committees.'ln ad-
dition, the office will hire six work-study students to place follow-up
phone calls to all students contacted by the counselors.
provide insight into the nature and
demands of the various vocational
and professional tasks.' By their
contributions to the 25th Anniver-
sary Campaign, our constituents
have demonstrated their approval
and support of these additions to
-=
campaign and include equipment
and facilities for a dairy project.
"Undoubtedly, this campaign
has generated more constituency
interest and enthusiasm than any
previous project," said Gritters. "It
hasalso brought new friends to the
college, people who had not been
particularly supportive of the
school, but are now very ap-
preciative of Dordt's mission and
program."
Today Dordt has 56 students in
its engineering program and an
Engineering Building with lab
facilities for electrical and
mechanical engineering. The
agriculture program, with a com-
bined two- and four-year
enrollment of 114, makes use of
the Agricultural Stewardship Cen-
ter, which consists of 282 acres of
farmland with dairy, beef, and
swine herd facilities used for in-
struction andhands-onexperience.
Both of these programs fulfill an
important need within the
Christian community and over the
years will provide the opportunity
for thousands of young people to
study at a college that is commit-
ted to a Reformed, Calvinistic per-
spective and life-style.
"We would like to express a
heartfelt note of appreciation to
the thousands of people whose
commitment and generosity made
this all possible," said Gritters.
"You have overwhelmed us with
your enthusiasm and gift support.
Our prayer is that God will bless
and guide Dordt in using these
gifts to further His Kingdom
through the education of young
people."
/
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"Social work is a very demand-
ing profession," added Vicki.
"You can teet pretty alone unless
you know you are struggling with
the same . things [as other
Christians are]. My husband [Lloyd
Vanderkwaak ('78))has at times felt
really alone, like he's needed the
support of other Christians who
have the same world and life view.
He would have very much enjoyed
receiving a newsletter."
The newsletter is designed to
include articles by alumni and
students, personal profiles on
alumni and their work, features on




Social work department findsgrads, writes catalog
Alumni and students
keep in contact
Since 1978, over 50 students
have graduated from Dordt
College's social work program.
Now with the help of Vicki
(Veenstra, '78) Vanderkwaak, the
social work department has located
most of those graduates,haswritten
a job catalog, and is looking
forward to writing a newsletter.
The idea for a social work job
catalog listing all social work
alumni and their present oc-
cupations was a departmental
brainstorm discussed by Ken
Venhuizen, associate professor of
sociology and social work, and
Fred De Jong, instructor in
sociology and social work. Vicki,
who had previously volunteered for
the task, was appointed the Depart-
ment Alumni Coordinator.
Names and addresses of alumni
who had graduated with a degree
in social work were first collected
from Dordt's Development Office
and Counseling Center; Vicki
found 53 names and addresses.
Only three addresses were unob-
tainable.
Initially letters were sent to
social work graduates for their
The job catalog would
be updated every
year, so new students
could use it.
response to the ,idea.According to
Vicki, many alumni were en-
thusiastic about the idea and
asked what they could do to con-
tribute to the project. Surveys were
then sent out, asking for oc-
cupational information which
would be included in the job
catalog.
From the 53 surveys sent out, 46
were received.Of the 46completed
surveys, Vicki discovered that 59%
were employed In social work
positions. From the 41% that were
not employed in social work
positions, 58% had worked
previously in social work positions,
but were presently homemakers,
students, or working in non-social
work positions.
The purpose of the job catalog is
to exchange information between
alumni employed in social work
and students studying social work
at Dordt. "What we really want,"
said Vicki, "is a closer link between
Ken Venhulzen and Vicki Vanderkwaak study the map which shows where the social work alumni are located.
the classroom and the prac-
titioners in the field."
Alumni listed in the job catalog
could also be used as contacts for
job openings. "Some jobs are
available, but not advertised,"
Venhuizen said, "because agen-
cies sometimes don't advertise job
openings. Alumni could give new
graduates the inside scoop on
jobs."
The job catalog, Venhuizen said,
also provides a rich resource of
knowledge about a particular area
in social work. Several alumni have
already been invited to campus for
lecture purposes; through the job
catalog, other alumni could also be
used as guest speakers.
The job catalog would be up-
dated everyyear,Venhuizen added,
so new students could use it.
Alumni could also use the catalog
if they are looking for a job change.
The newsletter, which the depart-
ment hopes to complete in the
fall, is designed for two groups of
people-stUdents and alumni.
"For students it would be a neat'
way to be encouraged to see some
of the possible jobs in which they
could be involved. Alumni could
contribute some of their insights,
and discuss the policy struggles
they've had," Vicki said. Graduates
and alumni could also keep in con-
tact with their fellow classmates,
any new developments in the
social work department, and com-
munally struggle with what it
means to be a Christian in social
what recent graduates are doing,
and notification of job openings,
"so we can be one community
spread out, yet together," said
Vicki. The newsletter could also be
used to draw prospective students
to the social work program.
In addition to writing a job
catalog and starting a newsletter,
the social work department has
also collected monies for a
scholarship fund. Alumni have
contributed $1600toward the goal
of $2500. The social work depart-
ment plans to award a scholarship
annually to a senior in the social
work program.
Because Vicki is herself a
graduate of Dordt's social work
program, she senses the need for a
support network among other
social work alumni. After
graduating from Dordt, she and
Lloyd moved to Racine,Wisconsin,
where both worked at the
Beckridge Geriatric Treatment
Center. Lloyd later worked as the
Home Care Pilot Project Coor-
dinator for Society's Assets. an
agency which provided direct and
referral services for the physicaU,y,
disabled. He then worked as Direc-
tor o-f Business and Community
Development and, for the past
three years, was Executive Direc-
tor.
The Vanderkwaaks now live in
Sioux Center; Lloyd is Director of
Client Services for Hope Haven in
Rock Valley, Iowa, and Vicki is.llIt
home with their three children,
Kristin-5, Nicholas-3, and Reuoen-
11/2,doing volunteer work for the
social work department during her
spare time. ,
Referring to the newsletter,
Vicki said, "The newsletter will be
sent to Dordt graduates tn.aoclat
work, but there is an open in-
vitation to anyone who is involved
in social work and who would like
to be part of what we're doing, to
send in their nameand address."
Send inquiries to Vicki
Vanderkwaak, Dordt College,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.
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Alumni SCholarship monies
increase; Awarded to Kruis
The 1984 Dordt College Alumni
Scholarship, which increased in
amount this year, was awarded to
Brian Kruis, a junior biology major
from Gallup, New Mexico.
•
The Spectrum is the official alumni
publication of Oordt College. The
Spectrum is published twice a year, in
December and June, to inform alumni
about events occurring at Oordt
College and about what is happening
in the lives of their fellow alumnI.
Editorial Commillee
Deb Butler, editor
Sally Jongsma, assistant editor
Sandra Vander May, art director
Dale Walvort, Alumni Director










Photographs by Deb Butler
According to Dale Walvort,
Alumni Director, the scholarship
increased from $350 to $450
because tuition costs have risen
and because additional funds for
the scholarship were received from
the Alumni Auction held in
October 1983.
The Alumni Scholarship is
awarded to a student who typifies
the ideals that Dordt College
upholds. Applicants must have a
grade point average of 3.25 or
higher and must submit a resume
concerning their major, details on
extracurricular activities, future
plans, and attitude toward Dordt.
Twenty-one students applied for
the scholarship; the Alumni Board
narrowed the decision to three
finalists. After personal interviews
with the finalists, Kruis was
chosen.
Kruis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Kruis of Gallup, attended
Rehoboth Christian High School in
Rehoboth, New Mexico. This
summer he will decide whether to
enter medical school or to teach on
the secondary level. He would like
to attend the University of New
Mexico in Albuquerque if he
decides to enter medical school,
and if he decides to go into
teaching, he would like to teach in
New Mexico. "But anywhere would
be fine," he added.
Next year Kruis will participate
in Dordt's Peer Counseling
program as a peer counselor and
will also be a senior class
representative on the Student
Forum. He is currently a member
of the Education Club. As a
sophomore, he was a member of
the Volunteer Club, visiting several
elderly people on a regular basis.
After receiving the scholarship,
Kruis said, "I felt it was really a
great honor. I know it would have
been a hard decision to make. The
other two finalists probably
deserved it just as much as I did."
Members of the Alumni Board
are Katie Haan('65),C.J. Verbrugge
('74), Kevin Kroese ('79), Marian
Smit (ex '72),Cindy Groenweg ('81),





Three new members were added
to the Dordt College Alumni Board
this year and will each serve three
year terms. They are Dennis Vander
Plaats ('69), Rhonda (Termaat)
Triezenberg ('74) and Gordon Blom
('71).
Dennis is a teacher at the
Orange City Christian Grade
School in Orange City, Iowa.
Rhonda is presently a wife and
mother living in Rock Valley, Iowa.
She formerly worked for the Dordt
College Development Office as a
secretary. Gordon was recently
appointed to fill the vacancy left by
his brother-In-law Dave Haverhals
('79),who died recently in a farming
accident. Gord and his wife (Gert
Haverhals, '71) and their three
children live in Sioux Center. Gord
is a fieldman/salesman for Sioux
FeedCo. in Sioux Center.
Retiring members of the Alumni
Board are Keith Kreykes ('73), Viv
Covey ('69), and Helene Rietema
('71).In addition to the newly-elected
members, the Alumni Board is
comprised of Katie Haan ('65), C.J.
Verbrugge ('74), Marian Smit (ex
'72), Cindy l3roeneweg ('81), and
Mark Kauk ('76).
This year the Dordt College Alumni Choir, directed by Dale Grotenhuis, was the largest it has ever been, boasting 35 members, acc~ to
the choir's president, Quentin Van Essen ('70). During the school year, the choir practiced every other Wednesday night. Practice win beg'"
again In the fall as the choir prepares for Its concert on Sunday, October 28 at 9 p.m. in the Dordt College Chapel. Secretary-treasurer for
the group Is Jim Bolkems f78); pianist Is Joyce (Vander Zoe) Bloomendaal ('89).
Several 1974 grads hold reunion
Over Easter weekend, April 20·22,several graduates
of 1974 met in Sioux Center for a 10-year class
reunion.
"What began as plans for our entire families to get
together ended as mostly partial families, due to
many conflicts. However, we had a wonderful time
remembering our Dordt years, observing the growth
and changes on campus, and catching up on the years
of separation," said Lucinda(SjBardema,'74)Broadway.
The group met at the Holland House for their
evening meal on Good Friday, then attended Good
Friday services at the First Christian ReformedChurch
inSioux Center.
Participants in the reunion weekend were Phil and
Sharon (Boersma. '74) Mulder and Jason, Waupun,
Wisconsin; Lauren and Barb (Veldhouse, '74) Oschner
and Ann, Lisa, Brian, and Michael, Maurice, Iowa; Kay
(Rietema. '74) Verbrugge (C.J. was unable to attend),
Sheldon, Iowa; Mary PoeI ('74) Kruis and Naomi (Rick,
'72, and son, Noah, were back in Gallup), Gallup, New
Mexico; and Lucinda (Sjaardema. '74) Broadway and
Kari, Kenton, and Kiley (Ken was unable to attend),
New Sharon, Iowa.
Linda (Falkena, '74) Knappers, husband Fred, and
new son Michael, from Leduc, Alberta, made plans to
attend, but were unable to because of an illness in the
family.
"Various activities filled up the weekend until each
of us left to resume our responsibilities as
homemaker, teacher, doctor, therapist, or whatever,
all being thankful for our years at Dordt and the oppor-
tunity to make lasting friendships with each other.




Dale Walvort is the Alumni Direc-
tor at Dordt College.
In the last issue I talked about
how Dordt's Alumni Association
is organized and the reasons for
its existence. As you may
remember from that article, the
relative youthfulness of Dordt
College means that our Alumni
Association is also still rather
young and undeveloped. Develop-
ing the association has been set
as an important priority.
The purpose of the Alumni
Association is well defined,
however. All alumni efforts, like
the efforts of the college itself,
should be directed toward
promoting a vision of Christ's
kingship over all areas of life
rather than just promoting a North-
west Iowa private college which
we all attended.
Since the beginning of this
school year, there have been
alumni meetings in 16 locations
around North America, with more
planned. Meetings were held in
Pella, Iowa; Chino, Bellflower,
Escondido, Ripon, and Visalia,
California; Grand Rapids,
Michigan; Phoenix, Arizona; Den-
ver, Colorado; Lynden, Seattle,
and Sunnyside, Washington;
Prinsburg, Minnesota; Lethbridge
and Calgary, Alberta; and St.
Catharines, Ontario.
In scheduling these alumni
meetings, our goal was to in-
troduce President Hulst to alumni
and to interact with alumni,
seeking their input regarding
future activities and programs. It
has become increasingly clear as
a result of these meetings that
alumni want their association and
local chapters to find meaning
and purpose in the promotion of
the kingdom perspective they
received at Dordt.
Based on our discussions with
alumni and on our own judgments,
wewould like to focus increasingly
on such activities as seminars,
retreats, and other similar events.
These programs would aim at
developing a deeper understand-
ing and providing new insights
into a biblically Reformed world
and life view. Promoting this
biblical perspective could take
many forms, such as sponsoring
musical groups or speakers from
the college. These lectures would
help Christians deal with current
issues in politics, art, agriculture,
and other areas.
As a result of these meetings, a
number of groups are con-
sidering organizing chapters,
especially alumni in Pella, Iowa,
and Lynden, Washington. It is
very exciting that alumni in these
places agree that chapters should
be formed. Socializing, while not
a main goal of the chapter, could
be anenjoyable side product.
Many details need finalizing as
these chapters develop, and
much work must be done yet in
establishing other chapters.
However, these efforts will in-
crease contact between alumni
and the college. In the next
issues, I hope to update you on
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gale Walvort, Alumni Director,
and Dr. Delmar Vander Zee
('66) announce that plans are
being finalized for the tor-
mation of a support group for
natural sciences alumni.
Over the past few years
several alumni from the
natural sciences have ex-
pressed interest in such an
organization. We are happy to
report this progress.
More details will be available
in future 'issues of the Spec-
trum.
JamesW. Skillen
From the Dordt Press
Reading The Bible As History
$7.95
International Politics And the Demand
for Global Justice
Theodore Plantinga $4.95
"What responsibility do we have in the global politics
of today?" is the question we must all face. The
purpose of this book is to help formulate an answer to
this and related Questions. The author helps us step
back and look at the need for global justice from a
broad, biblical framework.
This short book explores the historical dimension of
the Bible from many angles, including prophecy, the
meaning of freedom, Cod's law, man's cultural calling,
and eschatology. History as recorded in the Bible is our
history since we as Christians are spiritual children of
Abraham and therefore heirs of the promise he
received.
Books can be purchased from




Dave Haverhals ('79) died
Tuesday, April 24 from injuries he
received in a farming accident on
the family's farm near Hawarden,
Iowa.
Dave was born July 4, 1957. He
was one of eight in Dordt's first
graduating class of agri-business
majors in 1979. In a March 1979
issue of the Dordtell, Davewas in-
terviewed about how he felt Dordt's
philosophy of education and the
new agriculture program fit
together.
He responded, "Some people
havea problem with an ag program
at a liberal arts college. They say
it's more of a technical area. I see it
as important. Agriculture is basic
to everyone's life. You have to have
a Christian perspective on every-
thing, especially agriculture. The
land has been given by God, and
we must use it as such. The
current attitude in farming is to get
all you can off the land; make
money. Dordt really stresses man's
responsibility in conservation and
environment control."
Dave was a 4-H leader, a memo
ber 01 the Lebanon Christian Re-
formed Church in Lebanon, Iowa
and a recently-elected mem-
ber of Dordt College's Alumni
Board.
"Dave had just begun serving on
the Alumni Board," said Alumni
Director Dale Walvort, "but my
friendship with him made me
aware of his deep Christian com-
mitment. He tried to live all areas
of his life, including farming, to
God's glory. He was an outstanding
person in all respects, and will be
greatly missed by many people."
Hewas preceded in death by his
father, Peter Haverhais, Sr. He is
survived by his mother, two sisters
Mrs. Gordon (Gert) Blom ('71) of
Sioux Center; Mrs. Stuart (JoAnn)
Dekkenga of Le Mars, Iowa; and
two brothers Peter Haverhals, Jr.
('72) of Lynnwood, Washington,





Six years after his graduation from Dordt, where might you look to find
Randy Palmer? Put on your flak jacket and try Beirut, Lebanon, where
Randyworks as a reporter for Reuters Ltd., a news agency much like the
Associated Pressor United Press International.
After graduating from Dordt in 1978with a bachelor's degree in history
and social science, Randy attended Cambridge University in Cambridge,
England, from 1978 to 1980, receiving a B.A. in economics. In 1981,
before crossing the Atlantic to practice as a professional journalist, he
received a M.S. in journalism from Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism in NewYork City.
Aside from part-time and summer jobs, his only job prior to his present
one was working as a business reporter for the Saudi Gazette, an
English-language paper based in Jeddah. He worked for the Gazette from
July 1981to June 1982in the coastal town of Jeddah and from June 1982 -
to June 1983in the capital city, Riyadh, in the middle of the desert.
The Saudi Gazette, Randy said in a written interview, caters largely to
the English-speaking community and has a circulation of about 22,000.
"[It's] not a bad paper, as third-world papers go, but it did havea problem
of being headed by an inexperienced Saudi, under whom was a host of
inefficient bureaucratic office workers and another host of frightened In-
dian editors and copy editors, too afraid to allow anything to slip through
that was vaguely critical of the kingdom [government in power).
"I wrote mainly business news, largely because we were not allowed
to write about anything as sensitive as politics or religion. The paper did
not have to go to a government censor, but the 'Ministry of Information'
was very quick to punish papers that did not follow their line. It was a bit
of a pity, because only countries where problems are talked about will
eventually solve the problems."
His work at the Saudi Gazette was exciting, Randy said, because he
was able to free-lance for some foreign news organizations. His main
news publisher was McGraw-Hili, which owns dozens of magazines-in-
cluding Businessweek-and newsletters. "One of their newsletters, In-
ternational Construction Week, had a voracious appetite for Saudi copy,
and I would send them by telex about five stories a week (usually onlY
about one pageeach, triple-spaced)," Randysaid.
"My interest in the Middle East came from two sources. First of all, I






Agnes Struik can tell you about
her 20-hour plane flight to Australla,
sharing with the Walpiri people
there, and eating honey ants. But,
better yet, she can explain her
work as an educational consultant
for the Curriculum Development
Center, in Toronto, Ontario, her
reason for her trip to Australia a
year ago.
After graduating from Dordt in
1969, Agnes taught third, fourth,
and fifth grades in a small
Christian school in NewYork. After
NewYork, she taught for four years
in Sioux Center. "It was there," she
said in a written interview, "that I
began to look for alternative ways
of teaching and learning because I
just was not happy with what I ex-
perienced Christian education to
be. I began to write units, try out
new things and look for ways
to encourage a community of
learners in my classroom."
She then took a job as a teaching
principal in Guelph, Ontario.
"Those were difficult, exciting, and
fulfilling years. Many things came
together-building community
among the staff, encouraging a
community of learners, and im-
plementing integrated units in the
classroom. It was all very exciting,
time consuming and I worked
much too hard and long.... I know
I would have appreciated someone
who could listen to my frustrations
and struggles and help me
strengthen the teachingllearning
process."
It was then that she approached
--
Randy Palmer (center) wades to work across the street In front of the Saudi Gazette
In Riyadh, In the middle of the desert. With little drainage, the streets flood when it rains.
read a book describing the unjust founding of the state of Israel by
President Truman... ; then my best friend in Cambridge, a Christian
Palestinian, convinced me further that the whole state of Israel was un-
just and unbiblical, and finally I spent the summer of 1980 teaching
English at Bethlehem University in the West Bank. I therefore became in-
terested in all Arabs, and I mistakenly thought they would all be as ad-
mirable as the Palestinians!
"The second source of my interest in the Middle East was a rational
one. I looked at a world map and asked, 'Where in the world is the news
going to be important and continuing?' I concluded the Middle East will
be in the news for a long time to come, because of-its money and oil, and
the Curriculum Development Cen-
ter (CDC) and shared her concern
with them. CDC is an independent,
non-profit organization incor-
porated in Ontario. The purpose of
the Center is to contribute to
Christian day school education by
developing and publishinq
Agnes Struik
curriculum materials, and by
providing educational consulting
services. "Soon I became the
classroom consultant for CDC and
I'm doing exactly what I had
hoped-taking teachers wherever
they are at and helping them in the
areas they wish to be helped with,"
Agnes explained.
Her job takes her into schools
and classrooms where she works
with teachers, "trying to im-
plement the perspective we so of-
ten talk about. We try to make our
perspective consistent with our
methodology in the classroom,"
she said.
Agnes' invitation to Australia
came three years ago when several
Australians, who had attended the
International Conference for In-
stitutions of Christian Higher
Education held at Dordt College in
July 1981, decided to travel to
Toronto to visit the CDC. "They did
not know the CDC had a con-
sultant, and I didn't know they
were from Australia," Agnes ex-
plained. "We started talking. They
were doing most of the
questioning, and I was explaining
my work. The next thing I knew I
had an invitation to Australia,
through the Institute of Christian
Education in Australia. I was so
floored I didn't tell anyone in the
office for three days."
During her two months in




and led teacher conferences. For
ten days she visited the Walpiri
people with the tenth grade
students and teachers of the
Mount Evelyn Christian School,
who were involved in a unit on
Aboriginal studies. Agnes was
their curriculum consultant.
"Prior to my arrival, the students
had studied the customs,
language, family relationships, and
religion of the Walpiri people.
From the confines of a safe, city
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also because of its penchant for war, especially because of Israel. So it
made sense to bea journalist in the Middle East."
In the summer of 1983,Randytook a position in Beirut at Reuters, Ltd.
He left his job in Saudi Arabia behind, mostly because of the hassles of
living in Saudi Arabia. "The government at first wanted to kick me out,"
he said, "because of an article I did which showed their trade surplus
was halved.That started me on my job search. Also, the company and the
country eventually got on my nerves too much, and the opportunity here
in Beirut was too good to pass up."
Living in a country of violence and turmoil can cause one a lot of ten-
sion, but Randy appears to handle threatening circumstances well. "I
don't mind terribly living over here, especially if I can get away
periodically to breathe again. It was quite tense in September [1983],
when they had a mountain war here, which spilled into Beirut regularly.
Militiamen took over our office building one day and were firing rocket-
propelled grenades and assault rifles at the army across the street. The
army fired back, pockmarking our building and sending one bullet into
our offices. Fortunately, we were in inner corridors. Then we went to the
journalists' hotel, The Commodore, to operate 'safely' out of there. The
next day, the hotel was shelled while I was in it-we are quite sure it was
the army trying to soften up the areabefore retaking it from the militiamen.
Fortu'nately, no one was hurt, just shaken. Guns, soldiers, armored per-
sonnel carriers areeverywhere.So it gets a bit tense. But exciting."
Since Randy's stories often go world-wide, he feels his work in Beirut
is important. "The influence I can have will grow, which is why I as a
Christian am here in the first place-trying to report news from a correct
perspective," he said. "I'm not sure that I have been too successful in
being distinctly Christian, but certainly my copy has not been un-
Christian."
He also encouraged other Christians and Dordt College to focus their
sights internationally. "I think a strength of Dordt and the CRC," he ex-
plained, "is pushing people into all areas of life rather than into
seminary. I think it is important for Dordt to continue to do so, and to
think internationally. The world is big and full of opportunities. Even
apart from the influence we can have on our jobs, the churches
everywhere around the world are dying for the solid biblical perspective
we haveall the time. Reformed people really can bring God's perspective
to a church."
Randy plans to stay abroad for quite a long time. "It doesn't seem
likely," he said, "that I would prefer to cover school board meetings in
the U.S. after covering war and the future of the Middle East here: both
for my interest and forthe influence I can haveas aChristian."
I
have much to










my work. I don't
think teaching is
easy. I think it is
oneof the hardest
jobs in which one
can become in-
volved. It is not
Agnes was Impressed with the dedication and intensity she found any wonder, to
In the Austrellan Christian School systam. me, that the burn-
classroom, assessment of another out rate ranks third under surgeons
culture seems to be simple and and air traffic controllers. In ad-
straight forward. But the Mount dition, our colleges and universities
Evelyn students went a step fur- do not prepare us for the 'real stuff
ther," said Agnes. "They visited of teaching.' I went through those
the Walpiri people and explored experiences. I struggled, worked,
and participated in their way of life. and made lots of mistakes. How I
The Aboriginal people were no wished I had a spiritual mentor
longer strange or different people helping me along the way. After
represented by pictures in a text- teaching for 10 years, being
book, but they became real, live principal for four, I wanted to offer
human beings that love, laugh, and .to teachers someone to guide
cry aswe do." them, to encourage them, to help
Agnes learned a lot from her trip them through the curriculum
to Australia and from the problems, the classroom
Australian school system. "I loved management problems, and the in-
the excitement which I feel we terpersonal relationships .... I
have lost to a certain extent," she know only one person in Sioux
commented. '" loved their Center who is a member of CDC.
dedication and intensity-I feel I'd love to see more Americans
there has to be a lot more sharing become involved in our organ-
of ideas and methodologies. They ization."
Karen Helder
Counseling challenges Helder
Working with people has always
been a big part of what Karen
Helder does, not only as a coun-
selor at Dordt College but also as a
student pursuing her master's
degree in social work. Recently,
however, Karen accepted a
position as Director of
Professional Services at
Wedgwood Acres Christian Youth
Homes in Grand Rapids,where she
worked prior to coming to Dordt.
Karenis a 1974graduateof Dordt
who returned to the college in 1979
to work as Director of Women's
Resident Life in the newly-formed
Counseling Center.
Prior to returning to Dordt, Karen
completed a master's program in
science and clinical psychology at
EasternMichigan University. While
there she did practicum work at
Pine Rest Christian Hospital,
working in the adolescent unit. Af-
ter receiving her M.A., she worked
at Wedgwood Acres Christian
Youth Homes, a residential treat-
ment center for emotionally
disturbed adolescents. Wedgwood
has six group homes and72beds.
When the possibility of working
at Dordt arose, she saw it as a
challenge. "Working at
Wedgwood, I saw a lot of kids and
a lot of families who needed help,"
Karen explained. "And I saw
people in the Christian community
not knowinll how to reach out to
others who were hurting. When I
had the opportunity to come to
Dordt, I saw that as a real
challenge to work with college
students who would be going out
into leadership positions in their
community. I hoped to affect them
so they would be able to help, to
reachout, and to serveothers well."
In the four years that Karen has
worked at Dordt, the Counseling
Center has gone through several
changes. When Karen started, she
was Director of Women's Resident
Life. However, since she worked
with both maleand female students,
her title was changed the next year
to Director of Resident Life. This
year the newly-hired John DeJager
is Director of Resident Life and
works mainly with housing,
student discipline, and other as-
pects of resident life. Karen's title
was then changed to Counselor.
Karen's work in the Counseling
Center at Dordt involved her in
three areas: 1) working with
student leaders such as Peer
Counselors, Resident Advisors
and Resident Directors to help
them gain skills for working with
students, 2) counseling students
with problems, and 3) planning
personal growth workshops. She
also taught several classes in
sociology and social work, though
she did not teach this past year.
Last summer Karen spent 12
weeks in Corby, England, located
60 miles north of London, where
she completed practicum work for (.
her master's degree in social work.
For her practicum experience,
Karen worked with a Corby branch
office of the Northamptonshire
Social Service Department. She
worked with a team of 12 people
visiting 35 agencies, including a
detention center for boys, residen-
tial treatment centers, the Bedford
Prison, a juvenile court, an adult
court, psychiatric hospitals, and
facilities for the handicapped. She
also carried a small case load.
She found her co-workers in
England to be very friendly and
caring in their work, though many
were not Christians. Now that she
is back in a Christian community,
she senses a desire in herself to
show more care and concern
to others than she saw in the
non-Christians she worked with in
England.
"Out of our commitment to
Christ," Karen said, "there should
be more of a need and a desire to
serveothers."
She left Dordt on May 28 to
complete additional practicurn ex-
perience toward her master's
degree.Shewill work at Broadlawns
Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa, at a
crisis unit and in incest treatment,
adolescent day treatment, and
adult outpatient services. I
Her new position begi~s
November 1 at Wedgwood, where




policy making, and hiring.
Through her work at Dordt,
Karen has learned much about
counseling. "It's been a challenge
helping people understand what
we're doing here at Dordt, helping
them feel comfortable with it, and
looking for effective ways of
assisting professors. I know a
change that has happened in me is
that I've come to see counseling as
a means of educating people, in
prevention work, workshops and
that kind of thing-to help people




Carol (Addink) Van Klom;>enburg ('70) authored the book Delightfully
Dutch recently published by Penfield Press of Iowa City, Iowa. The book
of recipes and traditions includes color photographs of the Dutch in the
Hudson River Valley; Holland, Michigan;
Pella, Iowa, and Orange City, Iowa, and food
pictures from Grootmoeder's Tafel (grand·
mother's table), Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Delightfully Dutch shows in color the beauty
the Dutch people have brought to America
with their love of tulips and festivals. The
history of the Netherlands people is covered
in Europe and America.
The recipes are collected from across the
United States and include favorites of such
famous Dutch Americans as Dr. Benjamin
Spock and New Yorker Editor Peter De Vries.
Bakeries and restaurants (including Pella's Jaarsma Bakery and
Strawtown Inn) which feature Dutch cuisine also supplied recipes.
Carol taught English and speech at Dordt College from 1971·73 and
from 1974·75. She later worked as Publications Editor for the college,
writing the Voice, Dordtell, the KDCR Newsletter, and college news-
releases. She is presently free·lancing articles for The Banner and writing
book reviews for Insight magazine. She and her husband, Marlo, have
three sons, Chad·7, Mark·5, and Matthew·2 months.
James C. Schaap ('70) received news that his novel tentatively titled
Liberation Theology was accepted for publication by Crossway Books,
Good News Publishers. The novel is the
story of a missionary who returns_ from
furlough in Latin America back to the'
United States to his stern Dutch Hollander
father. The father is a political conservative
and the son leans more toward political
liberalism, sympathizing with liberation
theology. The novel highlights these dlf-
ferences.
Schaap began writing the novel several
years ago and completed it in the spring of
1982. He will work on revisions on the novel
this summer. The book should be in print in
the spring of 1985.
Schaap's journey into writing began in
1978 with his first novel Sign of a Promise.
He has since completed many short stories,
essays, and plays, some of which have ap-
peared in The Banner, Insight magazine, and other publications. In ad·
dition to writing, Schaap also teaches English courses at Dordt College.
He is married to Barb (Van Gelder, '70). They have two children.
Jeffrey Boer ('73) became a Level II member of the National
Association of Nouthetic Counselors (NANG), a professional organization
originated by Dr. Jay Adams. Jeff had two articles published in the Jour-
nal of Pastoral Practice. He is pastor of Sharon Orthodox Presbyterian
Church in Hialeah, FL. He and his wife, Barbara, have one child, Casey
Daniel.
Scoll Pryor ('76) joined the Milwaukee, WI, law firm of Howard,
Peterman, Eisenber, Solochek & Nashban, which emphasizes commer-
cial law. Scott and his wife, LaDonna, and their two children live in
Wauwatosa, WI.
Daryl Sas ('77) received his Ph.D. degree in Cell and Developmental
Biology from the University of Minnesota. His thesis involved a
biochemical structural characterization of vertebrate lens gap junctions
and was titled "Production and Characterization of Monoclonal Ahti·
bodies toward Distinct Regions of the Major Lens Junction Protein
MP26." He is presently doing post·doctoral research in developmental
neurobiology and tumorigenesis in the Department of Lab Medicine and
Pathology at the University of Minnesota. He and his wife, Jane, live in
St. Paul, MN, and attend Faith Christian Reformed Church.
Craig Stockmeler ('77) received his Ph.D. in Anatomy from the University
of Arizona in Tucson, /J;Z, in May 1983.Currently he is a Postdoctoral Fellow
at the National Institute of Health, where he is involved in research at the
Department of Pharmacology at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.
His wife, Elaine Hulsman ('76),takes an active role in music at their church
and is a homemaker. They have two children, cameron-e and Allson-z,
- Ron and Roberta (Tlemstra) Blel ('79, ex '81) are near the end of their
three-year contract in Swaziland and will return to Canada in June. They
-will probably farm in Lacombe, AB, with Ron's parents.
Dixie Richards ('80) graduated from the University of Nebraska Medical
School on May 13, 1984, receiving a doctor of medical degree. She will ln-
tern in Internal MedicinelPlastic Surgery at William Beaumont Hospital
in Royal Oak, MI, a suburb of Detroit. During her senior year, she studied
at the medical centers otjhe University of Minnesota, Mayo Clinic,
Creighton University, and New York University. She also received $1500
for research she conducted on the effects of chemotherapy and radiation
on the Langerhanscells (an immunological epidermal skin cell).
Ruth Roemmich ('80) recently returned from Tegucigalpa, Honduras,
after a short-term mission sponsored by the Medical Group Missions
program of the Christian Medical Society. She was part of a team of
physicians, surgeons, dentists, nurses, paramedical, and general sup-
port personnel who conducted a general medical, surgical, and dental
clinic. This project was held in cooperation with the Christian Reformed
Church, the Luke Society, and the National Evangelical Development and
Emergency Committee. Surgical teams worked in hospitals in the
southern half of Honduras. Clinics were held in smaller towns. These
clinics were set up in church buildings or schools with the cooperation
of local evangelical churches and local coordinators.
Participants in this project paid all their own expenses and con-
tributed medical supplies to help supplement those purchased by the
Medical Group Missions program. About ten projects are conducted
throughout the year, most of them taking place in the Dominican
Republic and Honduras, with occasional missions to other countries.
The Christian Medical Society, with headquarters in Richardson,
Texas, is an association of Christian physicians and dentists who seek to
witness their Christian faith in and through the medical and dental
professions.
Barry Allen Van Dyke ('81) graduated from the University of Chicago
School of Law on June 8, 1984. Following graduation he will work in
Chicago for the law firm of Meyer, Platt & Brown. Allen is married to
Cynthia (Vander Aa, ex '76). They have three children.
Airman Paul De Stigter ('82) was assigned to Chanute Air Force Base,
IL, after completing Air Force basic training. During the six weeks at
Lackland Air Force Base, TX, Paul studied the Air Force mission,
organization and customs, and received special training in human
relations. By completing basic training, he also earned credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through the Community College of
the Air Force.
Paul will now receive specialized instruction in the fuels specialist
field. He was also an honor graduate of the course.
Jim and Lou (De Young) Deters ('82, '82) are currently serving the Lord
in Highland, IN. Jim teaches in the junior high at Highland Christian
School, and Lou is now working with the handicapped after two years of
working at Bethshaan Christian Services, a branch of Elim.
Mark Groeneweg ('82) has recently passed the CPA exam and will
receive his license to practice public accounting and auditing from the
Washington State Board of Accountancy. Mark is currently employed by
Steve Nelson CPA in Birch Bay, WA. Lisa (Mellema) Groeneweg (ex '83) is
attending a banking school in Bellingham, WA. The Groenewegs are
living in Lynden, WA, and have a son, Jason-z.
Doug Hulsken ('82) appeared as John of
Gaunt and Abbot of Westminster in the
University of Minnesota Theatre production
of Shakespeare's "Richard II," presented
April 20 to May 6 at Rarig Center in Min·
neapolis. One of Shakespeare's most noted
plays, "Richard II" is about the downfall of a
weak and unsuccessful king.
Doug, also a 1976 graduate of Southwest
Christian High School in Edgerton, MN, is
presently a graduate student in acting
at the University of Minnesota. He majored
in theatre arts while a student at Dordt.
He previously appeared in "Major Barbara"
and "Translations," both University of
Minnesota productions. Doug is married
to Marian Meyer ('82).
Bernie Taekema ('82) is presently working as a technician with the
Ministry of Environment for the province of British Columbia in the area
of pollution control. All industries must have permits in order to
discharge waste products into the rivers and lakes. Bernie inspects
these industries periodically to make sure they are following the gUide-
lines on their permits. He collects river and lake samples before and after
the industry is established. He does some testing himself, but most
samples are sent to a lab In Vancouver.
In addition, Bernie travels during the summer to parts of northwest
British Columbia, including the Yukon, Alaska, and the Queen Charlotte
Islands. He draws up permits and does site investigations to recommend
whether a particular industry should be granted a permit.
For several months this past year, Bernie served as a game warden,
inspecting sheep, antelope, and grizzly bear for big game gUides and
hunters who were in the area. He checked the animals for legal size, time
of year they were shot, and he also wrote export permits.
Janelle Medema ('83) is now teaching fifth grade at Orangewood
Christian School in Maitland, Fl., a suburb of Orlando.
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Ramona Veurink (ex '71) married Ron Pavlin on Oct. 13, 1981. They live
in Mitchell, SD, where Ron is employed by Coca Cola Bottling Co., and
Ramona is employed by Patrick J. Carlon, CPA.
Marilyn Van Till ('76) and Don Korver were married July 22, 1983 in
Sheldon, IA. Marilyn had been teaching in the Sheldon Christian School.
Now she helps Don on their dairy farm near Alton, IA.
Alma Addink ('78) married Jim De Vries of Grand Rapids, MI, on March
9, 1984. They now live in Grand Rapids, where Jim works as a credit
manager for Quimby Walstrom Paper Co. Alma has been working as an
insurance adjuster for Crawford & Company for four and one-half years.
Sheryl Galema ('78) and Stephen Stam were united in marriage on March
24, 1984 in the Bethel Christian Reformed Church of Oskaloosa, IA. They
live in Oskaloosa where Sheryl teaches second grade at the Oskaloosa
Christian School. Stephen is employed by Vermeer Manufacturing in
Pella,IA.
John Huitsing ('79) married Joan Stelpstra on July 15, 1983 in Edmonton,
AB. John is in the maintenance business, and Joan is a secretary for the
City of Edmonton.
Michael Vande Haar ('81) and Cheryl De Bruin ('81) were married Aug.
20, 1983 at the First Christian Reformed Church in Oskaloosa, IA. Mike is
working toward his Ph.D. in Animal Science, with a major in Nutritional
Physiology at Iowa State University (ISU)' in Ames, IA. Cheryl taught
elementary music and kindergarten at the Christian Grade School in
Sheboygan, WI, for two years. She is now working at Younkers in Ames
and is taking classes at ISU.
Sheralyn Sikma (ex '81) married Ron Fulker on Oct. 8, 1983 in Sheldon,
IA. They live in Pella, lA, where Ron works as a mechanical engineer for
Pella Rolscreen, and Sher is a part-time Activity Coordinator for two care
facilities in Pella.
Karen De Kam ('82) married Hiene Walhof on Aug. 20, 1983 in Ebenezer
Christian Reformed Church in Leota, MN. Hiene farms near Edgerton,
MN, and Karen is employed by the City of Pipestone in Pipestone, MN.
Tracey Wevers ('82) and Mark Luehrs were married Dec. 18, 1982. They
live in Sanborn, IA. •
Michelle Vander Kooi ('83) and Paul Vander Weide were married June
24, 1983. Michelle is teaching third grade at the Netherlands Reformed
Christian School in Rock Valley, lA, and Paul is employed at Sioux Preme




Employer's Name and Address _
Advance Degrees Obtained
All colleges, including Dordt,
face numerous challenges in the
years ahead. The declining pool
of college-age young people and
rapidly rising costs are indeed
serious, but with the Lord's help,
Dordt 'is prepared to meet these
challenges.
One of Dordt's increasingly
important sources of help is its
alumni. Alumni can aid
recruiting and job placement ef-
forts if the college knows whom
to turn to at what time.
Graduates wanting to work in
different areas of North America
need contact people to advise
them on everything from poten-
tial employers and other career-
related information. New
programs at Dordt will attract a
growing number of young
people if alumni employed in
these areas will promote Dordt
to these potential students.
Dordt College needs to keep
current with its alumni for;
professional reasons as well.'
Alumni can advise the college
,on how better to prepare students
to enter their area of the job
market. Furthermore, when
teaching or staff positions are
open at Dordt, college officials
can seek out alumni to fill these
vacancies if the college already
knows what type of work its
alumni are currently doing.
All these situations (and many
more) require that the college
knows whom to turn to for help.
Because of this, we are asking
you to take a little time to fill out
the questionnaire in this issue
of the Spectrum and send it
back to us in the enclosed en-
velope.
Dordt urgently needs your
help. Please let us know where












time mechanic. Linda is now at home after teaching in Edmonton Christian School for eight
years.
Mike and Barb (Buteyn, ex '74) Galuzzio announce the birth of Matthew John, born March
30,1984. He joins Aaron-3 and Nathan-j V2. Mike is a civil engineer and Barb is a homemaker,
in Denver, CO.
Paul and Eileen (De Young, '74) Groeneweg announce the birth of a daughter, Lisa Kay,
born Nov. 27, 1983. She joins a sister, Tamara-31f2.The Groenewegs live in Outlook, WA.
Marlin and Linda (WInd, '74) Hendricks rejoice in the birth of Brent Jonathan, born Aug.
30,1983. He joins Michael-21/2. The Hendrlckses live in Lynden, WA.
Bryan and Peggy (Nugteren) Mollema (ex '74, '78) wish to announce the birth of their first
child, Jessica Anne, born April 19. 1983. Bryan is a student in the Robotics Technician
training program at Moraine Valley Community College. Peggy is the Program Coordinator
for the sheltered workshop program at Elim Christian School in Palos Heights, IL. The
Mollemas live in Orland Park, IL.
Duane and Renata (van der Wal) Smith ('74) announce thebirth of a son, Derek William,
born Sept. 20, 1983. He joins his sister, Alexis. Duane is pastor of the Vauxhall Christian
Reformed Church in Vauxhall, AB.
Rev.Sieve and Ginny (Werner) Sleensira ('74, '74) announce' the arrival of 10"" monlh old
Paula Kim from Seoul, Korea, on Dec. 5, 1983. Paula was welcomed home by Philip Karl-51/2,
Joel Stephen-a, and Rebecca Rae-17 months. The Steenstras recently moved to Grant, MI.
where Steve is pastor of the Grant Christian Reformed Church.
Darrell and Darlene (Bootsm., '74) Teerink thank God for their daughter, Andrea Lynn,
born Dec. 7, 1983.The Teerinks live in Denver. CO, where Darrell works for Diamond Drilling
& Sawing Co., and Darlene is a homemaker.
Marlin and Nellie (Van Weerdhulzen, ex '74) Vander Kooi rejoice in the birth of Sheri Kaye,
born Nov. 1, 1983. She joins Tricia Lynn-4. The Vander Koois live in Lynden, WA, where
Marlin works for a construction company, and Nellie works part time as a Registered Nurse
at the Christian Rest Home in Lynden.
Keith and Deb (Van Schepen) Vander Pol ('74, ex '77) announce the birth of Rachel Marie,
born July 22,1983. She joins Mark--6,Rebekah-5, and Anna-18 months. Keith recently accepted
a position as Director of Development at Westminster Theological Seminary in Escondido,
CA.
Gary and Carla (Roetman, '74) Van Hofwegen announce the birth of Michael Ross, born
May 25, 1983. He joins Jonathan-zva. They live in Spencer, lA, where Carla is a homemaker,
and Gary is a dentist in private practice.
Leonard and Kathy (Baker, ex '75) Bangma announce the birth of their daughter, Katelyn
Gail, born May 26, 1983. The 8angmas live in Whitinsville, MA, where Len is a truckdriver,
and Kathy is a homemaker. Kathy had worked as a Registered Nurse for seven years.
Fred and Cheryl (Zylstra, '75) de Boer are happy to announce the birth of their son, Bryan
Christopher, born Jan. 11, 1984. Bryan joins Melissa-41/2 and Andrea-3. The de Boers live in
Bellevue. WA. Cheryl is a homemaker, and Fred is Manager of Network Control at Airborne
Freight.
Larry and Trudy (Droppert) Egglnk ('75, '76) announce Ihe birth of Caleb William, born
Aug. 11, 1983. He joins Rachel·3. They live In Sully, lA, where Larry leaches at Sully
Christian School, and Trudy is a homemaker.
..
".
Ron and Kathy (Van Zee, '70) Holwerda announce the birth of Sara Dawn, born Oct. 28, 1983.
She joins Marcy-81f2, Steven-7, and Janna-Sva. Ron is principal of the Oskaloosa Christian
School in Oskaloosa, lA, and Kathy is a homemaker.
Gene and Marla (De Jong, '70) Koning praise the Lord for Kara Lynn, born Oct. 30, 1983.
She has three big sisters, Gena-7, Kimberlee-5, and krtete-z. They live in Gallup, NM, where
Gene is an office manager at Cibola Medical Foundation. After 10 years of teaching, Marla
has been part-time secretary at Bethany Christian Reformed Church in Gallup for the past
31f2years.
James and Linda Schippers ('70) proudly annouce the birth of a son, Andrew James, born
Nov. 10, 1983. Andy Joins three sisters-Jacquelyn, Katherine, and Laura. Jim is a partner in
a local insurance agency, and UnCiais a homemaker; they live in Holland, MI.
Ken and Mary (Mulder, ex '71) Leusink announce the birth of Rick Michael, born Oct. 7,
1983. He joins a sister, Kari, and a brother, Joel. Mary is presently taking courses at Dordt to
complete her four years for a Special Education degree. Ken is a mechanic. The Leusinks
live in Hull, IA.
Lynn and Marlene (Molenaar) Bleeker ('73, '73) announce the birth of Kyle Aaron, born
June 11,1983. He joins two sisters, Karri-8 and Kimber-7. and one brother, Kraig-4. The
Bleekers farm near Hull, IA.
Jeffrey and Barbara (Kramm) Boer ('73) rejoice in the adoption of their son, Casey Daniel,
born Oct. 1, 1983. Jeff is currently pastor of Sharon Orthodox Presbyterian Church in
Hialeah, FL, and his wife is a Reading Specialist at Westminster Christian School in Miami.
Carl and Kathy Bruxvoort ('73) rejoice in the birth of a son, Jordan Henry, born Aug_ 23,
1983. He joins Micah Joel-2. The Bruxvoorts live near Cawker City, KS, where Carl is pastor
of the Dispatch Christian Reformed Church.
Mike and Hazel (Mouw, '73) Haverhals announce the birth of Abigail Beth, born March 8,
1984. She joins big brothers Luke Michael-6 and Seth Evan-a. They live near Hawarden, lA,
where Mike is a farmer and Hazel a homemaker.
Daniel and Joslyn (Van Weelden, '73) Kramer rejoice in the arrival of a daughter, Casey
Rose, 2Ib., 5 oz., on February 12, 1984. In April she joined her three brothers Joshua-a, Beth-S,
and Andrew-2 at home in Lansing, IL.
Matthew and Margaret (Speelman) Schllperoort (ex '73, ex '74) announce the birth of their
first child, Emily Jo, born Oct. 25, 1983. The Schilperoorts live in Yakima, WA. Matthew is
driving truck for a freight company, and Margaret is now a homemaker.
Leo and Mary Van Wyk ('73) announce the birth of Darin Lee, born Mary 24,1983. He joins
a brother Justin-4. The Van Wyks live in Iowa Falls, IA. Leo is Food Service Director at
Ellsworth Community College, and Mary is a part-time remedial math teacher in the Iowa
Falls School System.
Arlin and Charyl (Klomplen) Wynia (ex '73, ex '73) Ihank God for Iheir new daughter,
Valerie Dawn, born Nov. 30, 1983. She joins Michelle·10, Krtstopher-r va, and Jennifer-5.
They live in Phoenix, AZ, where Arlin is a supervisor with the largest Service Master branch
in the Southwest. Cheryl keeps busy at home.
Fred and Linda (Falkena, '74) Knappers were blessed with a son, Michael Jacob, born
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Steve and Anita (Rut6r) Hubers ('75, ex '75) announce the birth of Thomas Michael, born
Sept. 20,1983. He joins Marcus·41f2 and JiII·1. The Huberses live in Pease, MN, where they
own Pease Produce Co., and Anita is a full-time homemaker.
Rick and Hilda (Haveman, '75) Kreulen announce the birth of Miranda Elizabeth Marie,
born Sept. 8. 1983. She joins Rlcky·21f2.The Kreulens live In Omaha. NE.
Marlyn and Alvina (Van Maanen, '75) Hofman announce the birth of Lori Ann, born Oct. 8,
1983. She joins Amanda-4, and 'rood-a. Marlyn and Alvina are engaged In farming near San-
born,IA.
Lewis and Ruth (De Groot, ex '75) Marshall were blessed by the birth 01 a second healthy
boy, Andrew Thomas, born Jan. 5, 1984. He joins Mlchael-2. Lewis Is a mortician In Min-
neapolis. MN. and Ruth works part lime there as a Registered Nurse.
P.ul and Be. (WllfMf) Neemol ('75. '76) announce the birth 01 a son. Michael John. born
March 22. 19&4. He joins Carlss&-3'h and Julle-1'h. The Neernols live In Milwaukee. WI.
where Paul is a salesman for Key Business Systems.
SlIIn and Wllrne (P•• IOCN)Pilon ('75. '75), acknowledging th.l children are a spacial gift
Irom God (Psalm 127:3). thanklully announce the arrival 01 Eric James, born Feb. 6.19&4. He
joins Gwen Suzanne-3'h. The Pllonsllve In Lynden. WA.
K.n and Clerlce (B , Rip ('75. ex '76) are the proud parents 01 sara Marie. born April 26.
19&4. She loins Andr 5'h. Matthew-4. and Laura·1'h. Ken Is minister 01 the Mt. View
Christian Relormed Church In Lynden. WA.
Crslg and Adele (Wlereng.) Shannon ('75. '76) are proud to announce the birth 01 Seth
Whittaker, born July 3. 1983. He joins Llvija·5'h and Luke-3'h. The Shannons live In Des
Molnes,IA.
L.rry and Mary Lou (Bylsma) Wleleng. ('75) announce the birth 01 Rachel Lerae, born Aug.
5, 1983. She joins Dawn Alyse-4. Larry teaches Bible and business at Unity Christian High
School In Orange CitY,IA. Mary Lou teaches piano and organ part time at Dordt. They reside
in Hull,IA.
Wes and Anella (Clark, '75) Wierbos announce the birth of Laurence Gregory, born Feb.
12, 1984. He joins Alyssa-21f2. Wes Is a dairy farmer near lacombe, AB. Anelia is doing
curriculum work for the Lacombe Christian School.
Dave and Betty(Yff, '75) Wiersma announce the birth of Michael John, born Dec. 14, 1983.
Michael joins a sister, Julie-2Y2. The Wiers mas reside in Randolph, WI. Dave works at Jung
Seed Co., and Betty is a homemaker.
Mark and Avis (Andringa, '76) Bennett welcome their third child, Jonathan Andrew. He
joins James-5 and Heather-3. The Bennetts have just moved to Dover, NH, where Mark is an
Instrument and Control Technician at Sea Brook Nuclear Power Plant. Avis is presently
busy settling the family into their new home.
Dr. Bruce Jon and Elizabeth Hagen (ex '76) announce the birth of Abigail Anne, born Sept.
7, 1983. She Is welcomed by Ohrlstopher-Sva and Emily-11/2.The Hagens recently moved to
Orange City, IA.
Edward and Nancy (Sullivan, '76) Noordhof are grateful to God for the birth of their third
child, Andrew James, born Dec. 15, 1983. He is a little brother for AlIan-3, and Mickelle-H
months. The Noordhofs live in Lacombe, AB.
Scott and LaDonna (Gorter) Pryor ('76) are pleased to announce the birth of a daughter,
Rachel Joy, born Aug. 1, 1983. She joins Jeremy-31/2. The Pryors live in Wauwatosa, WI.
Scott is an attorney with a Milwaukee law firm.
Dan and Deb Steenstra ('76) rejoice in the birth of David Marc, born Dec. 1, 1983. He joins
Leah Joy-41/2, and Sarah Lynn-20 months. The Steenstras reside in Hawthorne, NJ. Dan is
an employment consultant for Sales Consultants in Glen Rock, NJ.
Gary and Jan (Slager, '76) Vander Meer announce the birth of Elizabeth Ann, born Sept. 1,
1983. Gary is Technical Services librarian at Northern Illinois University College of Law In
DeKalb, and Jan works part time in the English department there. The Vander Meers live iR;?"1980'
Sycamore,lL. 5
Larry and Joan (Walhot) Baker ('77, ex '78) praise God for the birth of Larae Joy, born Sept.
12, 1983. She joins a sister, Ginni-2. Larry teaches math and physics, and coaches varsity ". .
basketball at Central Minnesota Christian High School in Prinsburg, MN. Joan is a Denn~s and Sharon (Wagen~ar) Bomg.aars (~,O'.eX,,~5)we~c~tn~d ~hnstlna, born. July 27,
Registered Nurse and works part time in the Emergency Room in Rice Hospital in Willmar, 1983. Mlcah-5, Joel-3,.and Dan.lel-2~re tickled pink . Denn~s '.s In hl~ fourth and final ~ear
MN. at Reformed Theological Seminary In Jackson, MS. Sharon,s In her fifth and far from final
Jodie and Debbie (Peterson, '77) Bassett praise the Lord for their second son born May year as a mother., .
28,1983. Joel Jay joins Philip 01iver·14 months. Jodie is a pharmacist with the Kroger Co. in Gene and Chery (Link) De Boer( 80. '80) are happy to announc~ the birth of Nathan Scott,
San Antonio, TX, and Debbie is a full-time wife and mother. born Jan. 3, 1984. The De Boers live ~nOmaha, NE, where Gene ISan accountan~ at McDer-
AI and Linda (Vander Veen, ex '77) Miedema are praising God for their new son, Philip mott ~ Miller, CPAs, and Chery IS an accountant at Trachtenbarg, Masslmore and
John. Philip was born in Seoul, Korea, on March 23, 1983 and arrived home on July 18. The ASSOCiates,CPAs. , .. .
Miedemas I' e in Grand Rapids MI where AI is employed at Steelcase and Linda is a Randy and Rachel (Koele) Kroll ('SO, 79)announce the birth of their first child, a daughter,
h k IV , , 'Angela Dawn, born Jan. 9, 1984. Randy is a CPA employed with Wilkerson, Suthmann &
o:~;na~de~ay (Bleeker) Moore ('77, ex '78) announce the birth of Lisa Grace, born Oct. 24, J~hnson, ~td., in St. Paul, MN. Rachel is a full-time homemaker and mother. They live in
1983 The Moores live In Redmond WA MinneapoliS, MN.
S . tt d S e (Wolters '77) SI~iter 'reJoice in the birth of Emily Christine born Jan. 5 Ron and Janna (De Groot) Van Oriel ('80, ex 'SO)announce the birth of Nathan Kendall,
198~oE ~~ .. u M tth 'R -2112 Sue teaches kindergarten and first grad~ half days at born Sept.H, 1983.The Van Oriels live in Smithers, BC, where Ron teaches P.E. at Smithers
South ;:::e J~~~~sti:nS~~OOr.:~d S~ott works in construction at Sluiter Plastering. Christian Grade ~ChoOI and B.ulkey Valley Christian High School. Janna is busy with
Bill and Connie (Van Hofwegen) Van Groningen ('77 '78) wish to announce the birth of Nathan and teachmg flute and plano lessons.
Deedre Ka born May 22 1983 She joins her sisters S~rlta-31/2 and Renae-2. Bill is a Cam- Ron and Dawn (Koolstra, 'SO)Woodward announce the birth of Sara Janene, born April 25,
y, ,. 1984.She joins a brother, Scott Allen-3. The Woodwards live in Sioux Falls, SO.
Tim and Kathy (Boogm.n) Franje ('81, '81) praise the Lord lor their first child. Rebecca
Dawn, born Jan. 11, 1984. Tim is working for a farmer near Sutton, NE, and Kathy Is now a
full-time homemaker and mother. They plan to move to New Sharon, lA, this fall, where Tim
will begin farming with his dad and brother.
Jim and Nancy (BuBs) Groen ('81, ex '82) announce the birth of Nicholas James, born Oct.
29,1983. The Groens live in Manhattan, MT. Jim teaches fifth grade at Manhattan Christian
School, and Nancy works as a secretary for Plum Creek Lumberyard.
Roy and Juanita Hoogernyde ('81) wish to share their joy In the glfrol a daughter, Diana
Louise, given on July 31,1983. The Hoogerhydes live in Easton, PA, where Roy is presently
unemployed, and Juanita Is working full time as wife and mother.
Ron and Ginny Koole ('81. '81) announce the birth of Katherine Jean Elizabeth. born Oct.
19,1983. She is a sister for Jason-2. The Kooles live in Jordan Station, ON, where Ron is a
manager In his father's greenhouse business.
Joe and D.wn (V.n Dort) Kre.yenbrlnk (ex '81. ex '81) praise the Lord lor the birth 01 their
first child, a daughter, Jamie Nicole, born Dec. 6, 1983. The Kraayenbrinks live in Sioux
Center, lA, where Joe Is a police officer. Dawn works at the Sioux Electric Cooperative
Association in Orange CitY,IA.
Doug and Cindy Rlelem. (ex '81) praise God for another blessing. Julie LaRae, on Dec. 4.
1983. Shoeloins a sister, Angle-51h, and two brothers, Tony-4 and Kurt-21h. Doug is farming
with his father near KanaWha, IA.
Steve and Marcia (Gortsema) Vander Orlend (ex '81, ex '82) announce the birth of a son,
Zachary Jake, born June 1, 1983.The Vander Grlendslive in Outlook, WA.
Donny and Ari. (V.nder Woude) V.n lanl.n ('81. '81) were blessed with the birth of their
first child, Jody Lynn, born Jan. 30, 1984. The Van Zantens live in Pella, IA.
Ken and K.thy (Vlsaer. '82) Klein rejoice in the birth 01 Krlstopher Evan, born April 2, 1983.
The Klelns live in Sioux Center, IA. Ken is employed at Tolman Fabricating in Orange City,
lA, and Kathy is a full-time homemaker and part-time substitute teacher.
John and Suzie (Yskes, '82) Van Drunen would like to announce the birth of Erica Lynn,
born April 10, 1983. The Van Drunens just moved to Peterborough, ON. John is a land-
scaper, and Suzie is studying pottery at the moment.
Bill and Jeanie (Werkema) Elgersm. ('83. '81) are thanklulto God lor the arrival of Dustin
Andrew, born Oct. 24, 1983. Bill is working as a foreman for Modern Redwood Products in
Beamsville, ON, and Jeanie is working as a bookkeeper for DeValk Foods of Holland in
Grimsby. ON. The Eigersmas live in Grimsby.
Stanton and Linda (Smlt) Visser ('83, ex '83) announce the birth of Marie Renae, born April
23,1983. She jOins Joshua-3. The Viss~rsllve in Lantana, FL. Stanton teaches and coaches
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pus Chaplain at Queen's University in Kingston, ON, and Connie is busy working at home.
Bill and Cathy (De Jong, ex '78) Adelman announce the birth of a daughter, Nicole Marie,
born Aug. 28, 1983. She joins a brother, B.J.-191/2 months. The Adelmans live in Sedro
Woolley, WA. Bill is a crop farmer, and Cathy is a homemaker.
Phil and Laurie (Schurman, '78) Goodyk announce the birth of Daniel Phillip, born Oct. 12,
1983. He joins Lindsay-18 months. The Goodyks live in Pella, lA, where Phil is a carpenter,
and Laurie is a homemaker.
Bernie and Brend. (Do Jong) H•• n ('78. '77) announce the birth 01 their second child. a
son, Brandon James born Dec. 29, 1983. He Joins Bethany-11f2. Bernie Is the pastor of the
Immanuel Christian Reformed Church In Sheldon. IA.
John and N.ney (Henge.eld) J.n .... ('78. '79) announce the birth of their Ilrst child. a
daughter, Jennifer Lynn, born sept. 30, 1983. John Is a field service engineer for Westing-
house Electric Corp. Nancy Is a part-time Med Tech at Memorial Hospital. They live In
Schenetady, NY.
Merlyn and LInde (Bolkeme. ex '78) Kroese announce the birth 01 a daughter. Jaclyn Faye,
born Feb. 15, 19&4. She Is welcomed home by her brother. Jeffrey·2. The Kroeses reside
near Hull, lA, where Merlyn Is engag8<fln farming. "
Scott and Faye Rosa ('78) announce the birth 01 Megan Rochelie. born Jan. 19. 19&4.They
live in Baldwin, WI, Where Ross Is a teacher at the Baldwin Christian School, and Faye is an
aide at the Municipal Nursing Home.
Ken and Rachel Van Epa ('78) announce the birth of a daughter, Lyndsey Rae. The live in
Grand Forks. NO,
Peter and Karon (Lock) Van Hartlngavelt (ex '78, ex '82) announce the birth of Daniel, born
Sept. 15. 1983.The Van Hartlngsveltslive In Burlington, ON.
Harvey and Dorothy (Leenstra, '79) Bult rejoice in the birth of Tyler Scott, born Feb. 7,
1984. He joins Kentcn-aw and Amy-11/2,The Bults are engaged in dairy farming near Sylvan
Lake.AB.
Martin ahd Christal (Hubers) Galderm.n ('79. '77) announce the birth 01 Reid Michael.
born June H, 1983. The Geldermans live in Abbotsford, BC, where Martin teaches at the
Abbotsford Christian High School.
Steve and Sue Schans ('79) announce the birth of a son, Evan Michael, born Aug. 8, 1983.
The Schanses reside in Tallahassee, FL.
Mark and Louanne (Vander Aa) Schonewlll ('79, ex '78) announce the birth of Rebecca
Lee, born July 3, 1983. She joins a brother, Philip Paul-2. Mark is an Advanced Process and
Industrial Engineer with 3M Company, Medical Products Division, and Louanne is a
homemaker. They live in Volga, SO.
Milan and Benita (Heerlng, ex '79) TerBeest rejoice in the birth of a son, Derek Scott, born
Sept. 8, 1983. They live in Waupun, WI, where Milan is a truck driver. Benita previously
worked as a licensed practical nurse at Waupun Memorial Hospital, but now enjoys being a
full-time homemaker and mother.
John and Aleeda (Schaap) Vis ('79, 'SO)thank the Lord for their first child, Timothy Lee,
born Oct.H, 1983. John and Aleeda live in Smithers, BC, where they were both employed by
the Smithers-Telkwa Christia~ School Society. John continues to teach at Bulkley Valley
Christian High School, but Aleeda reduced her class to one and teaches at home.
Mark and Rhonda (HUizenga) Vogelzang ('79. '76) announce the birth 01 Aaron David, born
April 27, 1983. He joins two sisters, Robin-5 and Sarah-3, and a brother, Oaniel-4. Mark is
Music Director for WKYU-FM, a public radio station at Western Kentucky University.
Rhonda is teaching piano to 28 students and also serves a local church as organist and
youth choir director. The Vogelzangs live in Bowling Green, KY, and are members of the
Christian Reformed Church in Nashville, TN.
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Spo rt5: with the coming of spring students eagerly
participate in a variety of team and individual sports
Ron Memmelaar, one of 15 men on Dord". men's track
team, sprints to the finish line. The men's 1600 meter
relay team consisting of Steve Schuring, Jim Veenstra,
Tim Weg, and Russ Smith, placed first or second In eyery
meet this ye.r. (above)
Lee Diedrich tags base 'Dr an out a' third. After a warm
start In rexas during spring break and 8 wet, muddy
season In low8, Oord"s men's baseball '8am finished
with 6 wins and 13108.85_ (above)
Lynn Postma, a physical education
major, clears the bar easily as she
prepares for the heptathlon. Postma per-
formed well in this relatively recent ad·
dltlon to women's track competition.
The heptathlon consists of the high jump,
long jump, shot put, discus, javelin, 200
meter and 800meter runs. (lett)
Jon Hall concentrates on placing his ball
accurately in spring tennis com-
petitions. (below)
In a .ea.on shortened by rain and mud, Dordt'. girts softball team
















Javelin thrower and relay runner Carol Wester tpar-




Touring troupe members enjoy doing Pink Lemonade 8S much as others like watching It.
PinkLemonade goes on tour
Pink Lemonade is a dramatic
show as alive and colorful as its
name implies. Kids and grownups
alike love it.
Dordt's Repertory Touring
Troupe, wanting to develop an e-n-
tertaining children's show, seized
on Pink Lemonade, a book of
playful and fanciful children's
poems originally written in Dutch
by Anna Schmidt. Henrietta Ten
Harmsel, professor of English at
Calvin College, translated the
poems into English and asked
Dordt to produce it. The witty
staging by theater arts professor
Mike Stair and company met with
immediate success, and the
sparkling show has since been
added to the troupe's repertoire.
Since January, the show has
been performed in many com-
munities in the United States and
Canada.The touring troupe intends
to keep it in their repertoire <fnd
invites new showings. For further
information contact the Dordt
College Theatre Arts Department,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.
Dordt and Sioux Center cooperate
on energy-efficiency research
Two Dordt engineering students,
in cooperation with the city of
Sioux Center, recently received a
grant from the American Public
Power Association to build a wind
door, a device used to detect air in-
filtration in houses. APPA, a
national organization of municipal
electric utilities, sponsors a
program called Demonstration of
Energy-Efficient Development,
which grants funds to members
researching energy-efficient
projects and consumer awareness
of energy efficiency. Special
scholarships, like the one Dordt
and the city received, are available
to local colleges.
John Stuit and Gene Wubben,
the two students awarded the
grant, plan to begin work on the
door for their senior design projects
next year.
The wind door or "blower door"
is essentially a false door equipped
with a fan and measuring in-
struments. It is installed tem-
porarily in a home, which is then
closed up. Turning the blower on
pressurizes the ho~se and allows
measurement of the.difference in
pressure inside and out. Used in
conjunction with other, instru-
ments, areas of leakage can be
isolated and stopped.
Adams says the project could be
an important technical advance-
ment for private and business use.
Although experiments have been
done with such doors, nothing like
them is commercially available.
The wind door could be an ex-
tremely valuable tool for energy
audits.
And that is where the city will
benefit. After it is finished, the
door will be used in the Sioux Cen-
ter energy audit proqrarn. Adams
feels that this cooperation be-
tween college and community is
an important aspect of the project.
Engineering students at Dordt are
learning to serve others; projects
like this make that service mission
concrete.
Student writers honored
in state com petitions
competition; she was the only
winner at the college level who
was not from one of Iowa's four
major universities.
Laura Apol Obbink, a junior
English major, was honored with a
third prize this spring in the Iowa
Poetry Association's annual state-
wide competition. Her poem,
"Grandfather," will be printed in an
upcoming issue of the magazine,
Lyrical Iowa.
According to English professor
Randall Vander Mey, both students
have performed outstandingly as
writers at Dordt for the past few
years; each has won numerous
prizes in the college's own Martin
Seven Writing Competition.
Konynenbelt is a former editor of
the Dordt Diamond, while Obbink
has been appointed as Diamond
editor for the coming academicyear.
Two Dordt students have recently
won state-wide honors for their
writinli. Twila Konynenbelt, a junior
majoring in elementary education,
was awarded an honorable men-
tion in the college division of the
Iowa Student as Critic Essay Com-
petition; she received the award
while attending the associated an-
nual conference at the University
of Northern Iowa on April 13. Her
essay "Advanced Age" will be
published in a book-length collec-
tion with other prize winners from
the competition. Konynenbelt was
the first representative from Dordt
to win an award in the respected
Ag Day draws many visitors
Each spring Dordt's Ag Club sponsors the popular and festive "Ag
Day." Club members use displays, demonstrations, trivia quizzes, and
dozens of other devices to publicize the activities and concerns of the
Dordt aqriculture program. This spring several students built a large and
creative display illustrating different approaches to soil conservation.
Exhibits in the Student Union Building educated visitors on the
availability of computer programs for agriCUlture.One of the featured at-
tractions was a cow-calf show in which comments by the judge
illustrated what is important in breeding and caring for good stock.
These and other activities gave both farmers and non-farmers the
chance to consider seriously the importance of being Christian stewards
as farmers and consumers, a concern which Dordt's agriculture
professors work to keep at the heart of their curriculum.
Duane Bajema, instructor in agriculture, emphasizes that as a
Christian institution we are not simply trying to find the economically
most advantageous methods of operating. Rather, the first question
must be what it means to be a good steward of animals, land, and
resources (nChrist's Kingdom.
Andy Werkhoven, a senior from Washington, echoes that feeling. For
him the distinctive feature of farming as a Christian is continually
questioning whether the amount of grain one feeds his cows is stewardly,
whether resources and facilities are being used to their full potential,
whether certain procedures are right or wrong, and so on, and then
working in faith, believing that God will bless the efforts made.
For Werkhoven, these issues are very concrete, since his family owns
a farm in Washington.-His brothers attended Dordt a couple of years ago,
and within their family business they are implementing things learned in
the agriculture program at Dordt. In his estimation, the scope of the ag
program, which allows him to learn almost anything he needs to know to
To Andy Werkhoven. milking may be old hal;
but to many others it is a highlight of the day's activities.
operate their farm, and the Christian commitment evident in the
operation of the program, have been an invaluable experience, with life-
long implications.
TheLordhas blessedthe work of teachers and students at the DordtAgri-
culture Stewardship Center. Herd statistics illustrate this fact: the rolling
herd averageof milk per cow per year is 20,200pounds, with 682 pounds
of fat; the averagestomatic cell count, which reflects the level of infection
in a cow, stays at about 100,000;the bacterial count, which illustrates
cleanliness, is 10,000.All of these figures arewell above average.
The blessings of excellent facilities, funds for operation, and careful,
high quality work havemade the agriculture department very thankful and
humble;goals they hadhoped to reach in five yearshavebeenmet in two.
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Concert Choir members embrace Dutch heritage,












Dordt's Concert Choir spent two busy weeks giving concerts in Europe this spring. They
arrived back in Sioux Center tired but obviously exhilarated by the experience. Jeanne
Koekkoek and Janie Van Dyk, two choir members, summarized the experience.
in Haarlem. Another very moving
moment was singing our national
-anthern in the chapel at the
Netherlands American cemetery at
Margraten, which is a memorial to
the American soldiers who died
there in WW 11. Seeing Corrie Ten
Boom's house and many rebuilt
areas also made us see the reality
of the war.
In Germany we stopped at Worms
to visit the monument to Martin
Luther and his fellow reformers.
While in Germany we also toured
the huge Heidelberg Castle and
did lots of. shopping in open
markets and local stores. We ate a
Madrigal feast in Woudrichem at
the old Kruithuis-Arsenaal. We
were allowed no silverware to eat
our meal of potato salad, spare
ribs, whole chickens, sausages,
breads, and vegetables. We got
some good pictures there!
Our accompanist, Chris
Teeuwsen, was a welcome ad-
dition to our group. Besides
sharing his talents on the organ
with us, he became a friend we'll
never forget. Rev. and Mrs. B.J.
Haan, too, added to our success.
They were a constant source of
We all expected to have a good
time in Europe, but the excitement
and special moments we actually
experienced were beyond anything
we had imagined. To walk where
our grandparents and great-
grandparents walked gave us an
indescribable feeling of kinship
with the Dutch people. We were
received with open arms and a
warmth most of us never expected.
Although the people could not
always understand the actual words
we sang, they let us know that they
understood our message.
Many people, places, and things
will stick in our memories. One
special occasion for us was
singing in a rest home for many old
people. We gave concerts in foot-
ball field-sized churches with 4 to 9
second reverberations; Kampen,
Dordrecht, Waalwijk, and Groningen
to name just a few. Everywhere we
went the people showed their ap-
preciation by giving us flowers.
One of our greatest thrills was
singing "When I Survey the Won-
drous Cross" as Chris Teeuwsen, a
1980 graduate of Dordt studying in
the Netherlands, accompanied on




Deb Vander Schaaf, a member of Oord"s Concert Choir, poses with
two elderly women at the Swart· Rust retirement home in Middleburg,
Zeeland. The choir performed a concert at the retirement home on
Thursday, May 17.
different ways, door handles in-
stead of knobs, and eating every-
thing with a knife and a fork used
at the same time. We were glad to
come back to ice cubes, cold milk,
drinking fountains, big cars, "real"
money, billboards we could read,
and our families who speak
English.
We discovered the beauty of
God's creation not only in the
United States, but in the valleys of
Germany, the polders of the
Netherlands, and the icebergs of
the ocean. We also saw God's
handiwork in the people of Europe
who, although they do not share
our language, do share our God.
encouragement. We discovered
Rev. Haan has the gift of gab in
Dutch as well as English, so he
says "fantastische" instead of
"wonderful." And of course,
without Mr. and Mrs. Grotenhuis
nothing would have been possible.
They did a good job of playing
Mom and Dad to all 41 of us.
We knew we'd have trouble with
the language. What we weren't
prepared for were the narrow spiral
staircases we'd have to carry our
suitcases up, the houses crammed




Windmill generates electricity and reflection
The small airplane-like windmill recently erected high above the
science building overlooking the whole campus is one of the most
visible of the current engineering projects which focus on energy
resources.
Exploring alternative energy sources has been a primary interest of
engineering professor Charles Adams since he came to Dordt in 1979. He
has regularly encouraged senior students to work with energy in their
required senior design projects, Last year, Brent Veldkamp, a senior
engineering student, designed and constructed a solar energy unit now
installed atop the engineering building. This year, the expertise of Peter
Wu, a senior interested in electronics, enabled the department to explore
possibilities for capturing wind energy.
The windmill project began, Adams said, when a freshman working on
a research project contacted a relative interested in wind energy, who also
sells the mechanical apparatus necessary to harness it. The department
eventually purchased a windmill for a very reasonable price and Wu began
selling up the electrical system necessary to use the captured energy.
Although the small, one-kilowatt windmill will generate only enough
electricity to light ten bulbs or power a small heater, Adams sees the
windmill as an important demonstration tool for mechanical engineering
students. The direct current inverter which allows them to use the energy
harnessed is a complex electrical system that can be experimented with
in many different ways, thus providing electrical engineering students
with material for a host of projects.
One of the most important values of the device, however, is the con-
sciousness-raising effect of its simple presence on campus. Adams
hopes alternative energy projects such as these will encourage people in







Each year several Dordt students
participate in the William Lowell
Putnam mathematics competition.
This year's students gave a very
good account of themselves, ac-
cording to Arnold Veldkamp,
associate professor of
mathematics. Each school may en-
ter a team of three students: Dordt's
team included Duane Einfeld, Gary
De Jong, and Jim Bos. California
Institute of Technology was this
year's winner, but Dordt made an
admirable showing for its size. The
three-member team placed 49th
out of 256 schools, and Dordt's top
student placed 252nd out of 2055
students.
The Putnam exam is a six hour
problem solving test administered
at each individual college by a
faculty proctor. At Dordt,
Veldkamp both administers the
test and helps students prepare for
it. During the fall semester he
meets regularly with a group of ln-
terested students to tackle
problems from mathematics [our-
nals and past Putnam tests. The
mathematics department is proud






















The omollwlnd·lurblne whlrro oleodlly unlll
lows wlndo exceldlng 30 mph forcoll
10fold Iloell up for prolectlon.
Anderson speaks on Genetic Engineering
Program has been operating since 1967. Thomas F.
Staley, an investment banker with a strong
evangelical background and who generously supported
many church and philanthropic enterprises, felt the
need to focus further the use of his resources. In con-
sultation with several prominent religious leaders, he
decided on a program to strengthen small Christian
colleges. Through the lecture program, these colleges
are able to invite dedicated, Christian scholars to their
campuses to speak on topics relevant to contem-
porary Christian students and faculty members.
Dordt appoints a committee to select topics and
speakers fQr each year. The proposals are then ap-
proved by the Staley Foundation, which provides the
necessary funds for speakers' fees.
For this year's Staley Foundation Lecture Series,
held in early March, Dr. V. Elving Anderson, professor
of genetics at the University of Minnesota and Acting
Director of the Dight Institute for Human Genetics,
presented three informative lectures titled "Genetic
Engineering- The Splice of Life."
In his first lecture, "Science, the Bible, and an Open
Mind," Anderson explored the relationship between
faith and science. The second, more technical lec-
ture, "Genes and the Brain," explained to a fascinated
audience the role of genetic factors in the structure
and function of the brain, while the third lecture,
"Genetic Control and Christian Values," explored the
Christian's understanding of and relationship to these
new areas of technology.
















Randall Vander Mey, assistant professor
of English, delivered a speech to the annual
PTA meeting of the Southwest Christian
School in Edgerton, Minnesota. The speech,
with accompanying videotape presentation,
was titled "Movies: To See or Not to See?"
Dr. Rockne McCarthy, professor of
political science and Fellow of the Dordt
Studies Institute, presented several lec-
tures during the month of April. On April 9
and 10 he spoke in Owatonna and Edgerton,
Minnesota, on "Equal Educational Opoor-
tunity for All: A Matter of Justice:" On April
13 he spoke for the Association of Christian
Schools on "Church, State and Schools:
Problems, Pitfalls, and Prospects."
In addition, McCarthy spent four days at-
tending the Conference of the Christian
Legal Society, "Freedom and Faith '84," In
Chicago, illinois, on April 5·8. He also par-
ticipated In a post-conference meeting of
the Society'S Jurisprudence Task Force.
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt
College, is sent to you as alumni and
friends of Christian Higher Education.
The Voice is published in October,
December, March, and June to share in-
formation about the programs, activities
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Karen Helder, counselor in the Student
Affairs Office, gave one of the main presen-
tations at a CMA sponsored conference on
Student Leadership. Her speech, titled "The
Helper as a Role Model," discussed helping
and the importance of communication,
barriers to communication, and advanced
communication skills.
Two Dordt faculty members, John Visser,
assistant professor of business "ad-
ministration, and Tom Visker, assistant
professor of physical education, will be on
leaves of absence for two years. Visker will
finish his doctoral work at Indiana University
In Bloomington, Indiana. Visser will begin
doctoral work at the University of Alabama
In Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Project appointments for the Dordt
College Studies Institute were recently
announced. Dr. Rockne McCarthy was re-
appointed as coordinator of the Institute.
A team project this year will focus on
developing the B.J. Haan Lecture Series:
"From Theory to Practice." Or. John Van Dyk
will devote his one-fourth appointment time
to researching and writing a theory of in-
struction and planning future lectures in the
series. Or. Gloria Goris Stronks will use a
one-half time appointment to evaluate learn-
ing and instruction at the college level and
Investigate possibilities for educational
outreach and service to Christian elementary
and secondary schools. Dr. Larry Reynolds
In a one-fourth time appointment will develop
a consultant model for improving discipline
In elementary and secondary schools.
Several Individual, one-fourth time
projects are also planned. Dr. Kornelius Boot
will study the feasibility of an International
studies program at Oordt; Dr. Russell
Maatman will work on "A Christian Approach
to Chemistry: A Syllabus for General
Chemistry"; Randall Vander Mey will
evaluate the role of film at Dordt and
present a rationale for a campus-wide ap-
proach to films from a Christian perspective.
Nobuya Matsuda, a highly accomplished
composer from Chicago, will be coming to
Dordt as a visiting fellow of the Studies In-
stitute. As a fellow of the Institute he will
continue work on his symphony "This
World," give private instruction, translate
some Japanese music manuals into English,





Sandra Hop - $300
Martin Seven Classical Language Prize-
David Kroon- $300
Martin Seven Physical Education Prize-
Kathleen J. Druvenga- $300
A.G. Wassenar Scholarship·
Senior - Robert L. De Haan . $2,000
Junlor . Herbert J. Deelstra - $1,500
Sophomore -Calvin D. Bolkerna- $1,000
John B. Hulst Teacher Education
Scholarship -
Alyssa A. Vander Stoel- $1,000
Dordt College Alumni Scholarship·
Brian P. Kruis - $450
Minnie Julia Dahm Medical Technology
Scholarship· Donna L. De Ruyter - $300
Minnie Julia Dahm Pre·Medical
Scholarship·
Susan C. Konynenbelt - $300
Minnie Julia Dahm Memorial Music
Scholarship - LeilaJ. Alberda - $125
JoyC.Gross-$125
Kristin J. Nikkel- $125
Henry De Groot Business Administration




Fred Verwoerd - $300
Gail Van Wyk - $200
Jack Visscher Memorial Scholarship for
Preenmen . Renee Orandall- $500
Rlngerwole Organ Scholarship·
Charlene Vander Grlend
Dordt College Study Abroad
Scholarships· (Mexico)
Sandra L. Hop - $200
Leiia Alberda - $100
Laura J. Attema - $100
Timothy J. Geurklnk· $100
Kimberely L. Kortman- $100
Favi A. t,o- $100
Byker Agriculture Scholarship·
Melvin K. Elgersma - $1,500
Nick R. Van Til Philosophy Scholarship-
Michael S. Jchneon- $500 DORDT COLLEGE \lOICE..
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